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Impacts of the 1997 Floods in the Morava River Basin. Geografie - Sbornik CGS, 105, 2, 
pp. 141 - 154 (2000). In 1997 disastrous floods, unparalleled since meteorological and 
climatic measurements have been carried out, took place in the catchment of the Morava 
river and other Moravian rivers. The long-term impacts of the above-mentioned flood event 
on the landscape and society have been examined in four selected model areas with 
different natural and economic characteristics. Within the natural system, the long-term 
impacts include changes in riverbeds, landslides and changes in the biota. Within the social 
system, the most significant adverse impacts include the long-term damage to the psychical 
health of those affected by the flood. The main causes of the flood damage are connected 
with the formation of the settlement pattern during the period of industrialisation and 
urbanisation. The main methods of flood protection include the relocation of structures 
outside inundated areas, technical control and the adaptation to flood risks. 
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1. Introduction 

This contribution discusses the long-term impacts of floods, which took 
place in the catchment of the Morava river in July 1997. The cause of these 
floods is apparent: extreme precipitation occurred across a relatively large 
area of the Morava river basin. The primary damage was calculated and 
evaluated. The death tolls reached 50, the material damage was estimated at 
about 60 biL Kc: 538 towns and villages were affected, 2,151 dwellings were 
destroyed, 16,500 dwellings were seriously damaged, just as 946 km of 
railways and 580 km of roads. 100,000 ha of agricultural land were flooded, 
with losses in crops and livestock. Water and soil were polluted since 
wastewater plants were flooded and oil products and various other harmful 
industrial substances were washed up. What is important to note is that the 
epidemiological situation could be kept under controL 

Almost all the direct damage caused to the housing stock and infrastructure 
has already been restored or the restoration is drawing to an end. The damage 
to economy can hardly be evaluated since the time of the floods overlaps that 
of the beginning of economic recession in the Czech Republic. Paradoxically, 
the flood event also had positive aspects. These include the mobilisation of 
social potential, the renewal of infrastructure in a modern framework and the 
restoration of the historical memory of the population. Experts from 
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hydrometeorological and 
water institutions and from 
universities evaluated a 
series of partial aspects of 
this event. We, as geo
graphers, are interested in 
the regional aspects of the 
problem and in the relation 
between natural phenomena 
and the social system. 

After the primary 
. ___ .r' '''' evaluation of the event 

(Munzar, Ondracek, Tabor
Fig. 1 - The Morava river basin in the framework of ska 1997), we have focused 
the Czech Republic our attention on the long-

term impacts of the floods, 
which started to manifest themselves roughly two years after the event. 
These impacts can be observed in both the landscape and the human system. 
Research is being undertaken in four model areas, which represent different 
types of affection in different parts of the Morava river basin (Vaishar 1999a). 
Some research is being carried out in other regions, too. The design team is 
composed of physical and human geographers. Also methods of behavioural 
geography, such as conducted interviews and inquiry surveys, have been 
adopted. 

2. The Essence of Floods and their Impacts in the Individual 
Model Regions 

The model region Hanusovice/Jindfichov lies in the upper reach of the 
Morava river at its confluence with the rivers Branna, Krupa, Hanusovicky 
potok (Hanusovice brook) and others. The cores of the present-day 
settlements, together with the main roads and industrial plants, are 
embedded in the relatively deep and narrow valleys of the watercourses. As a 
result of the compulsory transfer of Germans after 1945, almost a complete 
exchange of population took place here, which led to disrupting the continuity 
of the historical memory in relation to floods. At the very beginning of the 
flood, the region was hit by rain torrents reaching a high speed. The velocity 
of the stream, together with the amount oftransported materials and debris, 
had significant devastating power. The area was cut off from the rest of the 
world for a few days. The flood inflicted serious damage on the infrastructure, 
housing and the paper works industry in Jindfichov. Despite the extreme 
severity of the flood, only one direct human casualty was recorded. 

The model region MikuluvkalBystfickaIRuzd'ka lies in the catchment of the 
Becva river and its tributaries. The settlement is rural to marginal in 
character, with a population largely dependent on commuting to work to the 
biggest centres in the Vsetin district. In 1912, a water reservoir was built on 
the small river Bystficka whose primary purpose was to control floods, with 
recreation having developed as its secondary purpose. As a result of extreme 
rains in July 1997, the vacant retention capacity of the water reservoir, about 
2,5 million m3 before the flood, was filled for the first time and the water 
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Fig. 2 - Selected Model Regions. Model a reas : 1 - Hanusovice / Jindfichov, 2 - Bystficka / 
Mikuluvka / Ruzdl<a, 3 - Bochoi" / Troubky / Vlkos, 4 - Otrokovice. 

flowed over the dam. The extremely high flow in the Bystrice river amounted 
up to 170 m3/s (with the normal flow at the estuary into the Becva river being 
1,05 m 3/s), and the flood wave reached up to 130 cm. Thanks to the fact that 
the water reservoir took 30 hours to fill up, the population could warned in 
time so that there was not high death toll. The occurrence of frequent and 
extensive landslides that caused serious damage to the infrastructure and 
housing was the specific consequence of the catastrophe. 

The model region BochoflTroubkyMkos lies in a fertile flood plain not far 
from the confluence of the Morava and Becva rivers. It is a flatland area, with 
the maximum differences in altitude ranging from 5 to 7 meters. The 
settlement is of rural character, with farming still having a major share in the 
economic structure. A large portion of the housing stock, or at least the cores 
ofthe structures - reconstructed and extended in the course of time, was built 
of cob, a popular building material at the end of the 19th century and the 
beginning of the 20th century. The fact that the flood did not come from the 
direction of the Morava river, as expected, but from the more distant Becva 
river, which breached its embankments downstream of the district town of 
Pi'erov, gave rise to a specific problem characteristic of the 1997 flood 
situation. The water masses came over the watershed divide and were 
running in several streams concentrated in slight terrain depressions. These 
streams gradually joined, thus multiplying their devastating strength. 
Having no significant elevation, the landscape did not provide any possibility 
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for protection. The cores of the structures made of cob broke down and their 
extensions, built of other materials, then collapsed on top of them. Nine 
inhabitants of the village of Troubky lost their lives in the ruins of their 
houses. 

The model region Otrokovice includes a town with a population of 20,000 
and its surroundings at the confluence of the Morava and Dfevnice rivers. 
The housing estate Bahiuik, built in the 1930s near the combine of Bata, was 
particularly affected by the flood. The idea to locate this housing estate here 
was motivated, among other things, by the low price ofland in this inundation 
area. The area accommodates important industrial plants (among others 
Barum, a company manufacturing tyres, and the aircraft factory Moravan) 
and residential blocks consisting of typical functionalistic buildings made of 
fair-face bricks. A flood affected the area as early as 1930, which led to 
extensive measures having been taken. The Tresny hill on the opposite bank 
of the Morava river was washed down into the area of the housing estate, 
increasing its level by 2 meters. Furthermore, the whole area was thoroughly 
embanked, which seemed sufficient for more than 60 years. In July 1997, 
when the Dfevnice river first breached its embankments, the Morava river 
then broke up the left-bank dike near Kvasice, and then a flood wave came 
from a large flood lake after the Becva river had breached its embankments, 
and lastly the railway embankment between the towns ofKromefiz and Hulin 
had been destroyed. The water level was rising for three days and achieved a 
maximum height of 3,5 m in the residential zones and 4,5 m in the industrial 
zones. The dikes that should have protected the town against floods prevented 
the water from flowing back into the channel of the Morava river. The 
flooding lasted for several weeks. Thanks to the fact that the local 
government managed to withstand pressure to accelerate the receeding flow 
by breaking through the dikes, no flood wave arose so that it was not 
necessary to break down a single residential building. However, damage to 
the infrastructure and industrial and private property was recorded. 

The hitherto knowledge of the flood suggests that the major cause of the 
damage inflicted by the flood included a complex of problems associated with 
the changes carried out in the pattern of settlement during industrialisation 
and urbanisation, that being in the second half of the 19th century and the 
first half of the 20th century for Moravia (Vaishar 1996b). At that time, a 
great number of people began to settle in the flood plain areas, with flood 
protection having been solved by technical measures, namely by constructing 
water reservoirs and dikes. As a result, the historical memory of the 
population in relation to flood hazard began to disappear. Also the behaviour 
of people and firms during floods was connected with it to a great extent, as 
was the minimum preparedness of the people and the rescue system. The era 
of socialism had only intensified these problems in many respects. 

Discussions are under way about the decline in the retention capability of 
the landscape. However, it appears that this issue is of more common concern, 
or less, in relation to smaller and relatively regular floods, as well as in 
relation to the course of time of flood waves. It is apparent that the extreme 
precipitation in July 1997 exceeded the theoretical maximum retention 
capacity of the landscape several times, which could have retarded the coming 
of the flood by several hours at most. In relation to the natural environment, 
the problem lies, more or less, in the fact that earlier, floods would be a 
natural, regularly recurring phenomenon, which played a major part in 
landscape management. The changes brought about by industrialisation and 
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urbanisation interrupted this process. Therefore, obtaining knowledge of the 
course and impacts ofthe floods that took place in Moravia in historical times 
is also significant (Munzar 1998). 

3. Long-term impacts of the floods on the natural system 

The extreme precipitation and the extensive floods in July 1997 had 
instantaneous impacts on and implications in the natural sphere of the 
landscape, and caused direct damage. A series ofthese impacts brought about 
changes in the natural sphere. These changes have not been amended and 
will have long-term effects. In many cases, the return to the original character 
ofthe relief or ground cover is no longer possible even if the implications have 
been removed (e.g. through levelling the ground of the flood plain, 
reclamation of damaged river banks etc.), and the changes will remain 
permanent. We will discuss those changes in the abiotic and biotic sectors of 
the natural sphere of the landscape that occurred immediately as a result of 
the floods, and may continue to exist for a long period of time. These changes 
will be the subject of further research. 

The heavy precipitation saturated the upper layers of the soil and rock 
profile in mountainous parts of the upper section of the Morava river 
(Sudetenland) and also in the Carpathian section of the Morava river basin 
(the Becva river, the Outer Western Carpathians). The high flows caused a 
flood situation not only in the upper sections of the catchment but also in the 
middle and lower sections. The saturation of mountain massifs led to the 
activation and rise of slope deformations. A less extensive occurrence of slope 
deformations was recorded in the area of Sudetenland where the geological 
conditions for their rise are less favourable. For example, an extensive 
landslide was recorded near Hanusovice (over 100 m wide). The chief causes 
of the rise of slope processes in this area included lateral river erosions and 
wetting (Vit, Aichler, Pecina 1998). 

A great amount of slope processes (particularly landslides and ground 
streams) was activated in the area formed by the flysch complexes in the 
Outer Western Carpathians (the mountainous part of the catchment of the 
Becva river) where the geological conditions for the development of slope 
deformations are very favourable. In the district ofVsetin, the activity ofthe 
slope deformations locally reached almost disastrous effects (Kirchner, Krejci, 
1998). In the catchment of the Roznovska Becva river, a series of landslides 
was activated by the lateral erosion of watercourses. Smaller watercourses 
were frequently under the threat of their streambed being dammed up (e.g., 
the Solanecky potok ISolanecky brookl). South of Roznov p. R., the lateral 
erosion caused the movement of a landslide of a length of up to 20 m collided 
into the streambed of the Roznovska Becva river (Kirchner, Krejci, 1998a). 
Extensive ground streams and landslides affected the valley slopes of the 
Bystficka water reservoir, bringing a great amount of fine-grain material into 
the reservoir. This material accumulated together with the flood sediments. 
A series of hazardous landslides has already been cleared, however the 
majority of slope deformations could be reactivated under favourable 
conditions and their activity is long-term. 

The flood flows in the upper sections of the catchment of the Morava river 
and the Becva rivers, its Carpathian tributary, caused an intensive erosion in 
riverbeds and on valley bottoms translocating and depositing a great amount 
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of fluvial sediments. They flooded large areas and fine-grain sediments 
settled in the lower flatland sections of the catchment area. An intensive 
erosion in riverbeds (lateral and deep erosion) occurred in the upper section 
of the catchment ofthe Morava river (Sudetenland), soil losses also took place 
on the flood plain surface. According to Gaba (1999), the lateral erosion in this 
area was typically about 10 m, with a maximum of up to 90 m . Also new river 
beds arose in this area, while the old ones were sedimented. A significant 
rectification of the riverbed of the Morava river took place in Hanusovice, a 
relocation of streambeds occurred frequently as a result of the flood. Also the 
effects of erosion manifested themselves significantly (erosion rills and gullies 
of a depth of up to 3 m arose on mountain slopes). The effects of erosion were 
significant also in the rise of new streambeds in the flood plain. Through 
retrogressive erosion, Krupa, a small river, recessed into the flood plain 
sediments by 2,5 m. Also frequent sedimentation on the flood plain surface 
was characteristic of this area (the gravel bank locally reached a thickness of 
2 to 2,5 m, Gaba 1999). 

A significant erosion in streambeds and valley bottoms occurred also in the 
mountain Carpathian section of the Morava river catchment (Becva river). 
The watercourses transported a great amount of gravel sediments, which 
frequently filled up the existing streambeds (e.g., the Dolni Rozpity brook in 
the Dolni Becva river - Roznovska brazda lRoznov furrow/). The upper 
sections of mountain watercourses eroded down to the fresh parent rock, and 
significant erosion cuts formed. The strong lateral erosion of the Roznov 
Becva river in Roznov p. R. denuded a unique geological outcrop with a 
specimen of a tectonic contact of flysch layers (Kirchner, Krejci 1998a). A 
significant surface erosion and the removal of the top layer of flood plain 

Fig. 3 - Example of a landslide in the cadaster of the Bystficka village (photo by K. 
Kirchner) 
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sediments took place in the flatter relief of the catchment in the upper and 
lower reaches of the Becva river. Two levels of streambed formed, the lower -
the active one, and the higher - the flood streambed. An extensive flood 
effusion and the transformation of the flood wave in the flood plain occurred 
in the middle and lower sections of the Morava river. A great amount of fine
grain sediments deposited in many places (e.g., the flood plain surface north 
of Olomouc). On the contrary, the erosion damaged flood protection dikes, 
sporadically the high buffer banks of the Morava riverbed retreated (e.g., the 
location Osypane bfehy north of Stn:iZnice). 

Unlike the impacts on settlements and population, which are frequently 
almost catastrophic, the impacts on flora, fauna and biocenoses were by far 
not only adverse but in many cases the flood wave and the floods had positive 
impacts. To sum up, we can even say that the 1997 flood, whatever disastrous 
from the human point of view, had beneficial impacts as a natural and a very 
efficient revitalisation factor, particularly in the floodplains of Moravian 
rivers. 

At the same time, it must be stressed that the close-to-nature ecosystems, 
or those being almost natural, particularly larger floodplain forests, had 
positive impacts on the course of the flood, also. So, for example, the 
floodplain forests in the protected landscape area Litovelske Pomoravi could 
significantly slow down the floodwave of the Morava river upstream of 
Olomouc. According to I. Machar (1997), the floodwave flowed through the 
local floodplain forests for a full ten hours. The large floodplain forests at the 
confluence of the Morava and Dyje rivers in the border area of the Czech 
Republic, Slovakia and Austria became a very significant retention space 
retaining more than 50 mil. m3 of flood water. This significantly contributed 
to mitigating the devastating course of the flood. 

The devastating effects of the flood manifested themselves primarily in the 
non-close-to-nature ecosystems, particularly in the extensive agrocenoses. In 
terms of the forest stand, the flood wave primarily tore away the spruce 
monocultures set out unsuitably in the flood plains - as was the case in 
several locations along the rivers in the foot hills of the Hruby Jesenik 
mountains. Among the riparian stand tornaway, the Euroamerican poplars 
(Populus canadensis) prevailed, while the autochtonous flood plain tree 
species forming the riparian stands were affected substantially less. On the 
contrary, the landslides activated by the disastrous precipitation manifested 
themselves in both spruce stands and the close-to-nature mixed forest stands 
as well as in the rich-in-species grasslands with scattered spruces. 

In the flood plain forests, the flood affected the lower storeys, i.e. the shrub 
and herb layers. The mortality of the shrub layer of the European elder 
(Sambucus nigra) occurred in locations with longer-term flooding, in some 
locations this was also true of the young growth European ash (Fraxinus 
excelsior) and other flood plain tree species. In terms of the herb layer, 
primarily species with well-developed vegetation organs managed to renew 
their above-ground biomass by the end of the 1997 growing season - of the 
neophytes primarily Reynoutria japonica and Helianthus tuberosus, of the 
native species Urtica dioica. The research conducted so far has not confirmed 
the assumption that the species composition of the herb synusia will 
substantially change as a result of the oversedimentation of the soil surface 
by flood sludge and, in some locations, also by wood debris. Neither does the 
flood seem to have made a more significant contribution to the further 
dissemination of expansive neophytes. The main tree layer of the flood plain 
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forests accepted the flood as one of the necessary conditions for its growth, 
that is as a positive factor. 

As a matter of course, the mortality of animals occurred during the course 
of the flood, particularly that of the game. However, the survey in the Soutok 
reserve in southern Moravia suggested that most damage was inflicted to the 
non-original fallow deer (Dama doma). Generally, the roe deer population 
(Capreolus capreolus) and the brown hare population (Lepus europaeus) were 
affec~edmost by the flood. The flood affected also small mammals in different 
ways. The common vole population (Microtus arvalis) that was originally a 
steppe vole decreased substantially. However, unlike this field pest, some 
rarer wetland species (such as Neomys anomalus and Apodemus agrarius) 
were not affected. The wetland survey carried out after the flood in the 
protected landscape area Poodri suggested that to the contrary, their 
populations increased. 

The flood did not cause any serious threats to either aquatic ecosystems or 
populations and communities of aquatic organisms (Penaz 1998). In the upper 
reaches, no conclusive changes in the structure of fish populations occurred, 
with the exception of the grayling (Thymallus thymallus). Some losses in fish 
population manifested themselves in lowland reaches since the water effused 
into field crops. However, the overall finding is that, after the flood, the 
aquatic ecosystems showed a high degree of regeneration. The flood extended 
the morphological diversity of aquatic biotops, also a prerequisite for an 
increase in the species diversity. 

The significant negative phenomena caused by the flood include the mass 
outbreak of mosquitoes in southern Moravia, which occurred after the flood in 
depressions with a reduced run-off of effused waters. The warm summer 
weather also contributed to the growth of an abnormally strong mosquito 
population. As a result the inhabitants of Lanzhot and other villages were 
exposed to a mosquitoes for two or even more weeks after the flood was over 
(Prazak 1998). 

Despite a series of direct negative effects and implications caused by the 
flood, it can be said that they were mostly temporary phenomena. From the 
long-term point of view, the impacts of the flood, particularly on the flood 
plain and riverine ecosystems, can be regarded as positive. The technically 
regulated watercourses were substantially revitalised even in long sections, 
with a diversified mosaic of biotops to be found in the riverbed, and a flood 
plain having formed in some locations. This phenomenon, which is positive 
from the environmental point of view, is striking particularly along the Becva 
river between Valasske Mezirici and Prerov. Some rare bird species could 
Significantly increase their populations there (such as Alcedo athis, Riparia 
riparia and Charadrius dubius) as the flood created favourable biotops for 
their nesting. A favourable adaptive succession is taking place in the wide 
flood beds with denuded gravel banks. In the initial stages, some communities 
excluded from the flood plain landscape as a result of previous water 
management interventions, also appeared there, e.g., Saliceta gragilis 
(LaCina, Mackovcin, Kirchner, Hradek, Repka, 1998). With the mosaic of 
ecotopes newly created, or renewed respectively, by the flood, also the 
biodiversity, which was significantly reduced by antropogenous interventions, 
is again growing. Not only the six selected sections along the Becva river, but 
also parts of the flood beds of other Moravian rivers should by declared 
protected zones and left up to natural development. These sections must be 
protected against attempts to bring them back into technically designed beds. 
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They must be preserved not only as unique scientific study areas, but also as 
places that would remind those living in the flood plain landscape of the 
enormous strength and power of the flood, a natural landscape enhancement 
factor, which could return here again. 

4. Long-Term Flood Impacts on the Social System 

As has been said, the damage done by the flood to the economy has been 
mostly restored or its restoration is approaching the final stage. Secondary 
economic losses can hardly be separated from the implications of the 
regressive development of the Czech economy after 1997. However, in the 
course of research conducted so far we have not come across a case of a larger 
company going bankrupt as a direct result of the 1997 floods. Paradoxically, 
the flood may have contributed to revitalising a company going bankrupt for 
other reasons or to prolonging the time of its existence as a result of the 
mobilisation of human potential, the payment of damages, state aid or the 
obtaining of an order to remove flood damage. It is particularly small 
businessmen who came under real threat. 

The infrastructure, particularly roads, railways and technical networks, 
but also social facilities, were heavily damaged. Taking advantage of this, a 
number of communities built new facilities to meet the present-day needs. In 
terms of infrastructure, the situation of some communities affected by the 
flood visibly improved even though many of them ran into debts or allocated 
funds for removing the impacts of the flood from other items. 

The housing stock renewal was more complicated. Not all the damage was 
covered by insurance. The existing state-subsidy programmes did not cover 

Fig. 4 - Structures damaged by the flood in the village of Bystncka (Photo by K. Kirchner) 
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the new housing costs either in addition, they were based upon a strong 
participation of local people. The affected population divided into two basic 
groups. The first group was represented primarily by families at productive 
age who started to build new or repair old structures, as a rule with a big 
share of their own work and with incurring debt. Two years after the disaster, 
most of the structures are approaching completion. They will presumably 
provide a higher standard of housing than those in which these people lived 
before the flood. 

The second group was represented primarily by elderly people who were no 
more able, either financially or physically and psychologically, to build or 
repair their homes, or it did not make sense from the economic point of view. 
Some communities constructed apartment houses for such people, these 
houses being styled as boarding houses or nursing homes. This is the case 
only in Troubky where 313 houses were destroyed and 386 seriously 
damaged. Despite the fact that the material standard of the elderly housing 
environment has typically improved, the change in the style of living may 
have adverse impacts on them. 

So, we are getting to the most significant long-term social impact of the 
1997 flood - the damage to humans (Vaishar, Lacina, Ondracek 1999). Death 
tolls or damage to health are naturally irreplaceable. Today, however there 
can be no doubt about the harmdone to the social and psychological health of 
the affected population either. These injuries can be seen at several levels. It 
may be a direct attack on the psychological condition of humans as a result of 
traumatising experiences known as post-traumatic stress disorder. They may 
experience depressive states caused, for example, by the loss of prospects in 
life, the awareness of powerlessness against nature forces or an enforced 
change in lifestyle. These symptoms are visibly manifested, particularly with 
the female and elderly population, and they combine with other negative 
social factors, such as unemployment. However, it seems that with elderly 
people loneliness is the main risk factor rather than age. 

However, such changes in the social system have occurred. The behaviour 
of individuals facing hazard was a test of characters whose results may have 
significantly changed the social hierarchy and human interrelationships. As 
a matter of course, these changes manifested themselves in both positive and 
negative ways. The subsequent mobilisation of human potential has 
remained in citizen's memories. In reality, tendencies for population 
migration as a result of the flood were manifested in only exceptional cases. 

In many cases, the distribution of humanitarian aid brought relatively 
considerable social controversies with it. People in the affected communities 
are still at war with one another because of their different opinions on its 
distribution. There are signals that in some communities citizens understood 
the distribution of aid as a trend to bring back state subsidies allocated 
according to completely different criteria than those reflecting the real affects 
of the flood (Premusova, 1999). The research on· the social implications of 
floods continues by means of the methods of behavioural geography. 

The historical awareness of flood hazards has returned as the basic 
precondition for preventing flood damage. Building authorities have adopted 
rules for erecting structures in flood zones, the reviews of town and country 
plans are in preparation, etc. However, despite this fact many citizens could 
not be prevented from building their houses in the flood zone again. In relation 
to population, the prevention is, as yet, focused on the warning system. What 
is most essential is the preparedness of the population. However, little 
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consideration is still being given to this fact. During the 1997 floods, the 
communities in the lower sections of watercourses were warned, in many 
cases, many days ahead. However, it was frequently of little use when the 
concrete potential risks were not known and when the activities of authorities, 
institutions and individuals were not clearly defined. The inhabitants of 
communities affected by the 1997 floods are ready to leave their houses with 
any heavier rain. This attitude may easily turn into panic, which could have 
more or less adverse impacts in the case that the floods recur. In relation to 
the above-mentioned problems are also the legislative and organisational 
steps to be made to ensure that the rescue system works as required. 

5. Potential Flood Damage Protection Strategies 

In our opinion, there are three basic strategies to control flood damage, 
and, as a rule, they fit into the real world. They can be defined as a) 
geographical, b) technical and c) adaptive. 

The geographical method is based upon selecting such locations for 
residential and other structures that are situated outside the flood zone, that 
is locations, which are under minimum risk for natural disasters. This 
method had been adopted by our ancestors as is obvious by the location of the 
old cores of our settlements and by the fact that these cores remained mostly 
unaffected by the floods in those communities hit by them. The question is to 
what extent we can return to this method at the present time. A certain 
potential in this respect is hidden in the development of individual transport 
and in the reduction of energy- and raw material-consumption in 
manufacturing, which would enable to locate some buildings in less accessible 
locations. However, this is in contradiction with the fact that the natural 
environment of the majority part of these areas is relatively well-preserved, 
making them less suitable for mass housing construction. Therefore, this 
method is suitable as a specific approach to new housing construction rather 
than as a universal approach. 

In the course of the 20th century, technical methods were applied in the 
territory of the Czech Republic as almost the only way of controlling floods. 
They primarily include the construction of dams and embankments. However, 
these measures have economic limitations as it is obviously of no use to build 
dams and embankments for such a period that exceeds the life of the 
particular dam, and also environmental limits as they represent a serious 
intervention in the landscape, some carrying potential implications of which 
can hardly be predicted in full. Today, these measures also include some 
attempts to restore a more natural landscape management since and these 
measures also often mean technical interventions, they require substantial 
financial means and bear the risks of unpredictable implications for the 
landscape. Thus, the application of technical methods is also limited although 
it is becoming more and more popular. 

The third option is to reckon with flood risks. That means to construct 
structures that would stand the floods for a certain period of time without 
being seriously damaged, to manage catchment areas so that the impact of 
the eventual flood wave is minimised, and to design a system of prevention, 
warning and population preparedness so that no threats to life emerge and 
losses in property are minimised. This must be preceded by a series of 
legislative, organisational and economic measures. 
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The scientific research generally and the geographical research 
particularly have their place in the system of prevention. The issue of natural 
risks is also discussed in great detail in Czech geography (e.g., Hradek 1995), 
and the 1997 floods have made it an issue of common concern. The human 
geography, in turn, will find its place in the research on the regionally-based 
perception of these risks, the possible impacts of flood situations on the 
settlement, economy, infrastructure and the social system and in the research 
on measures to prevent them. 

6. Conclusion 

We are aware of the fact that, in terms of the size of the affected area, the 
death tolls or the volume of material damage of the 1997 floods in Moravia 
cannot be compared to those hitting people elsewhere in the world. Of all of 
them, let us mention at least the relatively regular floods in Bangladesh or 
those that caused the shocking death tolls in Venezuela in late 1999. In any 
case for the affected population of Moravia, these experiences were as 
traumatising as for people elsewhere in the world. 

From the point of view of research, it may, however, be an advantage that 
regarding the current situation in the Czech Republic, we can draw our 
attention to detail. Although natural and social conditions differ considerably 
in various parts of the world, one of the essential causes of the catastrophic 
impacts of floods is identical: the location of settlements in places unsuitable 
for housing construction from the point of view of natural risks. In this 
respect, we would gladly exchange experience with foreign experts. 
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Shrnuti 

DLOUHODOBE NASLEDKY POVODNI 1997 V POVODI REKY MORA VY 

V lete 1997 byla vetsi east povodi Moravy spolu s povodim Odry a easteene i Labe posti
zena extremnimi desti, ktere nemaji co do mnozstvi srazek a rozsahu postizeneho uzemi ob
doby po celou dobu klimatologickych a hydrologickych mereni. Tyto srazky vyvolaly povod
ne, v jejichZ pi'imem dusledku zahynulo 50 lidi a materialni skody dosahly asi 60 miliard 
Ke. Vetsina primych skod jiz byla nahrazena. Vynonla se ale otazka dlouhodobych nasled
ku povodni. Tuto problematiku studuje skupina geografU a sociologU na pi'ipadovych studi
ich ve etyrech vybranych modelovych oblastech. 

Modelova oblast Hanusovice / Jindrichov se nachazi na hornim toku reky Moravy. Dnes
ni sidla veetne prumyslovych podniku a infrastruktury jsou lokalizovana v hlubokych uz
kych udolich. Oblast byla postizena na poeatku povodne mohutnymi pi'ivalovymi vlnami se 
znaenym niCivym ueinkem a byla po nekolik dnu odriznuta od sveta. Modelova oblast Mi
kuluvka / Bystrieka / Ruzdka se nachazi v povodi Beevy a jejiho pi'itoku Bystnce. Na tom
to toku byla vybudovana prehrada, ktera v prubehu povodni 1997 pretekla a ohrozila sidla 
pod sebou. Povoden krome toho iniciovala eetne sesuvy, ktere nebyly dodnes stabilizovany. 
Modelova oblast Bochor / Troubky / Vlkos se nachazi v pIoche krajine Hornomoravskeho 
uvalu. Byla postizena vylitim relativne vzdaIene reky Beevy, takze povoden prisla z neee
kaneho smeru. Plocha krajina neposkytovala moznost utoeiste. Znaena east domu byla po
stavena z nepaIenych cihel, ktere neodolaly dlouhodobemu pobytu ve vode. Ve zi'icenych do
mech nalezlo smrt 9 obyvatel obce Troubky. Modelova oblast Otrokovice predstavuje stred
ne velke mesto na soutoku Moravy a Drevnice, jehoz east byla postavena ve 30. letech pi'imo 
v zatopove zone. Velkorysa protipovodnova ochrana technickeho charakteru neodolala na
poru tri povodnovych vln z obou rek a z rozlivoveho jezera po vyliti reky Beevy. Mesto bylo 
zaplaveno do vyse vice nez 3 metru po dobu nekolika tYdnu. 

Spoleenym jmenovatelem povodnovych skod byla vystavba sidel v zatopovych uzemich. 
Existujici ochrana pomoci prehrad a hrazi se ukazala byt pn extremni hydroklimaticke si
tuaci nedostateenou. Vedla vsak k zaniku historicke pameti, vztahujici se k nebezpeei po
vodni. Snizeni reteneni schopnosti krajiny nevhodnym zpusobem hospodareni mohlo zrej
me pouze oddalit nastup povodnovych vln. Povodnemi byla tezce poskozena infrastruktura, 
bytovy fond, prumyslove i zemedelske podniky. Sekundarni ~konomicke ztraty nelze odde
lit od ~trat, pripadajicich na vrub ekonomickym problemum Ceska v roce 1997 a nasleduji
elcho Cast infrastruktury a obytnych objektu byla rekonstruovana nebo postavena znovu 
a prinesla tak novou kvalitu. V sociaInim systemu tak pretrvavaji predevsim skody na li
dech, k nimz doslo ve sfere sociaIni i psychicke. Poststressovy syndrom nabyva nekdy az kli-
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nickeho charakteru. Stafi a osamiHi lide, kteri jiz nemohli postavit nove domy a museli se 
uchylit do penzionu a domu s pecovatelskou sluzbou, se jiz tezce adaptuji na zmeneny zi
votni styl, byf se technicka urovenjejich zabezpeceni zlepsila. Doslo k naruseni socialni hie
rarchie a socialnmo systemu. Projevilo se naruseni mezilidskych vztahu v dusledku rUz
nych nazoru na rozdelovani humanitarni pomoci, ale i zavisti nad novymi a opravenymi do
my, jejichz vystavbu nebo rekonstrukci umoznila vyplata pojistneho nebo statni podpora. 

Navratilo se historicke vedomi nebezpeci povodni jako zakladni predpoklad prevence. 
Zbyva vsak ucinit radu kroku na poli legislativnim, ekonomickem i organizacnim. Malo po
zornosti se venuje pfiprave obyvatelstva na zvladnuti krizovych situaci, coz je zrejme dule
zitejsi nez system vcasneho varovani. Existuji tri zakladni strategie ochrany pred povodno
vymi skodami. Geograficka metoda spociva ve vyberu lokalizace objektu mimo predpokla
dane zatopove z6ny, technicka metoda je zalozena na vystavbe prehrad, ochrannych hrazi 
a dalsich zarizeni, zatimco adaptacni pnpousti postizeni objektu povodnemi a snazi se mi
nimalizovatjejich nasledky. V realne situaci pujde zpravidla 0 kombinaci uvedenych metod, 
z nichz kazda rna sve bariery a rizika. 

Obr. 1 - Povodi Moravy v ramci uzemi Ceska 
Obr. 2 - Vybrana modelova uzemi: 1- Hanusovice / Jindnchov, 2 - Bystricka / Mikuluvka 

/ Ruzcfka, 3 - Bochor / Troubky / Vlkos, 4 - Otrokovice. 
Obr. 3 - Ph1dad sesuvu v katastru obce Bystricka (snimek K. Kirchner) 
Obr. 4 - Povodni poskozene objekty v obci Bystricka (snimek K. Kirchner) 
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